Abstract-The electromagnetic environment inside a shielding enclosure is affected by the absorption characteristics of the contents, which should, therefore, be represented in shielding measurements and simulations. At frequencies up to a few gigahertz, lossy dielectric materials have previously been used as surrogates for printed circuit boards in enclosure shielding assessment, both experimentally and in simulations. However, no systematic methodology for the design of these surrogates and their calibration against real hardware at high frequencies has been elucidated. In this paper, we show how both lossy dielectric material and microstrip transmission-line-based "representative contents" can be designed and calibrated against real printed circuit boards over the frequency range 2-20 GHz using power balance concepts. The calibration is made by matching the average absorption cross section of the surrogate to an average value for a class of real contents measured in a reverberation chamber. The surrogates are designed using efficient power balance models for layered media and field-excited microstrip lines and verified using full-wave simulation. The fabricated surrogates are validated by shielding measurements. The methodology presented could form an important part of future standards for enclosure qualification measurements that more accurately represent the internal environment of real equipment.
I. INTRODUCTION
A BSORPTION in the contents of a shielding enclosure can have a big impact on the electromagnetic environment inside the enclosure, and, therefore, on the radiated immunity and emissions of the equipment it comprises. The assessment of enclosure shielding effectiveness (SE) is usually carried out with an empty enclosure. Some work on modeling the effect of an enclosure's content on its shielding characteristics has been reported, mostly considering frequencies up to a few gigahertz [1] , [2] . More recent work has shown how even the losses in enclosure walls impact on shielding performance at high frequencies [3] , [4] . Proposals have been made to improve the relevance of SE metrics by incorporating loading into the enclosure during shielding measurements [5] , [6] . IEEE Standard 299.1 contains an informative annex (Annex K) describing how to utilize absorbing materials in equipment enclosures for the measurement of shielding properties [7] . However, there are no detailed guidelines for achieving representative contents (ReCos) at high frequencies. Such generic ReCos are necessary for the development of a standardized assessment methodology for populated enclosure SE and the qualification of enclosures for particular environments and contents. Power balance (PWB) analysis is an efficient method for estimating the average electromagnetic field inside electrically large enclosures. The method is described in detail in [8] and [9] and a systematic application of the method to enclosure shielding is given in [10] . This analysis shows that the plane-wave absorption cross section (ACS) of a printed circuit board (PCB) averaged over angles of arrival and polarizations of the incident plane wave is the intrinsic property of a PCB that determines its loading effect on an enclosure, and, hence, the perturbation in SE caused by the contents. Such an average ACS (AACS) can be measured in a reverberation chamber (RC) [11] . A database of measured AACS for real PCBs taken from information and communication technology (ICT) equipment was reported in [10] ; according to the PWB analysis, such measured AACS data can be used to calibrate ReCos for SE measurements.
Here, we propose two approaches to making ReCos that are surrogates for PCBs. The first, based on radio absorbing material (RAM), is an extension of earlier ideas from low frequency [12] . The second, using loaded microstrip transmission lines (TLs), is motivated by the fact that absorption in devices at the end of tracks is one of the important loss mechanisms in real PCBs; this approach may also be more appropriate for eventual standardization. In both cases, the proposed ReCo designs are calibrated against real PCBs using the AACS as the matching criterion.
In Section II, we summarize the PWB analysis of enclosure SE and detail the PWB models used to design both types of ReCos. The design and fabrication processes for the ReCos are described in Section III; the designs were verified using full-wave simulations that are described in Section IV. RC shielding measurements were used to validate the ReCos as described in Section V. The results of the simulations and measurements are presented in Section VI, leading to the conclusions in Section VII.
II. PWB MODELS
In the following, we use · to denote average values over an ensemble of systems, specifically the external and internal field distributions of an enclosure in an RC. We take it that the assumptions of the PWB method are valid; in particular, that the enclosure is electrically large, the contents are a least a quarter of a wavelength from the walls and the Q-factor is sufficiently high for a diffuse field to be established.
A. RC Shielding Measurement
The SE of an enclosure in a reverberant environment is defined as the ratio of the average scalar power density outside S e to that inside S i : SE def = S e / S i [7] . In [10] and [12] , it is shown that the SE for a populated enclosure is
where σ t is the total average transmission cross section (ATCS) of the enclosure's apertures, σ a i;walls is the total AACS of the inside of the enclosure walls, and σ a i;contents is the total AACS of the contents, including any antennas. This equation shows that both the total AACS of the contents and the total ATCS of the apertures directly determine the SE of the enclosure at high frequencies. We see that the SE of an empty enclosure SE empty is as much a measure of its wall losses as it is of the transmission through its apertures [3] , [4] . Furthermore, considering the cases where the enclosure is either empty or populated, we find [3] , [10] :
which shows that knowledge of SE empty is in itself insufficient for predicting the SE of a populated enclosure. Indeed, the ATCS of an enclosure is a much more useful metric as it allows the SE of a populated enclosure to be predicted from the AACS of the contents using (2) , under the assumption that in practical cases σ a i;walls σ a i;contents . If both the empty enclosure SE and the ATCS of an enclosure are known then populated SE can be predicted even if the wall losses are significant. This analysis also shows that providing the contents are replaced by a surrogate with the same AACS, the SE will be unchanged. We, therefore, propose to use the AACS to design ReCos for populated enclosure shielding measurements.
B. Determination of AACS
In the following sections, we will calculate the AACS of specific objects in a diffuse field. Here, we recall how this is determined analytically and approximated numerically. If the ACS of an object under plane-wave illumination by transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarized waves from spherical polar direction (θ, ϕ) are denoted by σ TE (θ, ϕ) and σ TM (θ, ϕ), respectively, then the AACS for plane-waves arriving from all directions is [8] :
where dΩ = sin θ dθ dϕ is the element of solid angle. A corresponding average absorption efficiency (AAE) Q a can be defined by
where G is the average silhouette area of the object, which for a convex object is equal to a quarter of its surface area A. Equation (3) can be evaluated numerically using GaussLegendre quadrature (GLQ) on a sphere [14] : For order L, the azimuthal angle is sampled at ϕ m = mπ/L (m = 1, . . . , 2L) and the polar angle at θ l (l = 1, . . . , L) corresponding to the zeros of the Legendre polynomial of order L, P L (cos(θ l )) =0. The resulting numerical approximation is
where w l is the Gauss-Legendre weighting factor. In order to fully sample the potential spatial variation of the fields at wavelength λ due to an object of maximum linear size D, the order of quadrature must satisfy [15] , [16] :
If f GHz max is the desired maximum frequency in gigahertz for the numerical evaluation of the AACS, then this can be written
For planar objects illuminated from one side only (e.g., the walls of an enclosure), the integration in (3) should be restricted to 2π steradians and the sum over l in (5) limited to those values giving cos(θ l ) ≥ 0. In this case, for odd orders, the weight for samples at cos(θ l ) = 0 should also be halved. This results in an AACS that when multiplied by the average scalar power density in the enclosure gives the power absorbed in walls; the factor of one-half, accounting for the fact that the walls only see a diffuse field coming from a hemisphere, is included in the definition of the AACS.
C. Lossy Dielectric Surfaces
The AAE of an infinite sheet of laminated lossy dielectric material backed by a metal plate is given by [3] :
where
and Γ TE (θ) and Γ TM (θ) are the total reflection coefficients of the surface for TE and TM polarized plane-waves with angle of incidence θ. For a laminated surface, the total reflection coefficients at the outer surface can be calculated recursively from the material parameters and thickness of each layer [17] .
The AACS of a given area of the laminated surface can then be estimated from (4). For a finite-sized slab of material, with length l, width w, and height h, over a metal plate this approach, taking A = lw, is expected to provide a good estimate for the AACS if the slab is electrically large and its height is small. If the slab has significant height, then it is more appropriate to estimate its AACS using its total exposed surface area A = lw + 2h(l + w), while retaining the AAE predicted by (8) . This is an approximation; however, we will show later that it can still provide a good estimate of the AACS that is suitable for design purposes.
D. Microstrip TL
An analytic model for the excitation of a microstrip line by a plane wave has been derived by Leone and Singer [18] . The expressions for the terminal currents therein can be used to determine the AACS of the loads of a microstrip line in a diffuse field by applying the GLQ approach outlined in Section II-B. This model does not account for dielectric, conductor, or radiation losses that become more significant at high frequencies; however, it is still expected to provide a reasonable first-order estimate of the AACS of a microstrip line up to the frequency at which the electrical height of the line becomes comparable to a wavelength. The model has been implemented in a high-level dynamic scripting language and requires about 20 s to estimate the AACS of a single line on a desktop computer.
III. RECO DESIGN AND FABRICATION

A. ReCo Specification
The philosophy of the proposed approach is to match the AACS of ReCos to real PCBs. Since the ReCo has to be installed into the enclosure for the shielding measurement, it is natural to require it to have the same dimensions (length l PCB and width w PCB ) as the PCB it is a surrogate for. The target AACS for a particular ReCo should be statistically determined from a class of PCBs of similar type and size to those intended to be used in the enclosure. In [10] , the AACS of a large sample of PCBs was measured. The corresponding AAE ranged from −19 up to −4 dB with a mean of about −8 dB. The range of the AAE from the 10th to 90th percentile was about 6 dB. Equation (1) shows that if, as is likely, σ a i;contents / σ t 1 then SE ∝ σ a i;contents and any deviation in the AACS of the contents is reflected as the same relative deviation in the SE. For a qualification measurement, it may be prudent to choose a target AACS for the ReCos that is lower than the mean of the expected PCB AACS distribution, for example, the lower quartile so that the SE of the enclosure is conservative with regard to the statistical deviations of the contents.
To help quantify the effect of variations in PCB AACS, we consider a simple Monte-Carlo model (MCM) of the combined AACS of a number of PCBs. The total AACS of a stack of N PCB equal sized PCBs is estimated as
where Q a i is a uniformly distributed random variable in the measured range of −10 to −4 dB, A PCB = 2l PCB w PCB and the shadowing factors γ i shad are uniformly distributed over the range 0.6 to 0.8 according to the empirical estimates in [10] . Fig. 1 shows the probability density function for the AACS of a stack of 12 PCBs with l PCB = 283 mm and w PCB = 144 mm from 50 runs of the MCM. The coefficient of variation is about 10%, indicating modest variability. This suggests that using a single ReCo design for all the PCBs in this stack would give a reasonable representation of the overall loading effect of the real PCBs on an enclosure.
For the purposes of illustrating the methodology, in this paper, we report the design and fabrication of ReCos to match a subset of the PCBs in [10] . These PCBs all have the same size (283 mm ×144 mm) and form two stacks of four in a 2U ICT rack unit. The PCBs had a range of surface populations and structures, including heatsinks and shielded areas; examples can be seen in [10] . The individual AACS of all eight PCBs and their AACS are shown in Fig. 2 ; the average is relatively flat and mostly in the range 3 × 10 −3 m 2 to 5 × 10 −3 m 2 . A simple frequency independent "flat target" of 4 × 10 −3 m 2 , equivalent to a two-sided AAE of −7 dB, was, therefore, used for the ReCo design, with a tolerance of ±3 dB.
B. RAM-Based ReCo
The first approach to develop a ReCo was to extend the ideas from work at low frequencies [6] and use a slab of RAM with dimensions and electrical properties chosen to match the desired AACS. The RAM is placed onto a metal ground plane to replicate that of the PCBs. The initial design was made using the PWB model of a laminate presented in Section II-C. According to (4) , the AAE of the RAM over the metal plate is the most important design factor.
A range of commercially available carbon-loaded polyurethane foam RAM types were investigated [19] . For each type, a three-pole Debye dispersion relationship
was fitted to the manufacturer's complex permittivity data using a genetic algorithm. Here, ω is the angular frequency, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, and the other fitted parameters are shown in Table I . These parameters were then used to conduct a parametric analysis of the AAE for a single layer of RAM over a metal plate using the model presented in Section II-C. Figs. 3 and 4 show the predicted AAE for a range of RAM thicknesses and loadings, respectively. At high frequencies, the AAE is relatively flat; however, at low frequencies, the AAE falls as the effective skin depth in the RAM increases. Using RAM with higher carbon loading mitigates this effect, but reduces the flatness of the AACS at higher frequencies. These effects limit the thinness of RAM that can be used, while maintaining a relatively flat AACS profile. In real equipment enclosures, the PCB spacing can be as low as 20 mm, so a two-sided RAM-based ReCo is not feasible using these types of RAM. We, therefore, decided to design a one-sided ReCo with 9.5-mm-thick LS22 RAM on one side only, but still matched to the total target AACS of the PCB. Comparing the target AACS to the appropriate AAE, according to (4), suggested that a RAM coverage factor of about 30% is required. For low-loss enclosures, full-wave simulations have shown that the statistics of the internal field are independent of the distribution of losses and depend only on the total AACS [20] ; however, for higher losses, the electromagnetic diffusion model suggests that the diffuse field becomes inhomogeneous and dependent on the loss distribution [21] . The RAM was, therefore, distributed across the full area of the ReCo by dividing it into eight equal-sized slabs. The design was then refined by adjusting the size of the slabs to account for the slab sides as described in Section II-C.
The final design consisted of eight slabs of 9.5-mm-high LS22 RAM of dimensions 40 mm × 22.5 mm, spaced at 25 mm along the length, and 38 mm across the width of the metal plate. A photograph of the fabricated RAM ReCo is shown in Fig. 5 .
C. Microstrip TL-Based ReCo
Since the absorption mechanisms for real PCBs are direct absorption in the substrate and component packaging, and indirect dissipation in lumped devices via coupling into TLs, it is natural to consider the development of microstrip TL-based ReCos. For the initial design, we considered a one-sided single layer PCB of area A PCB = l PCB w PCB and substrate thickness h with a number of loaded microstrip lines. The total AACS is taken to be composed of parts due to substrate loss and dissipation in the microstrip loads 
where Q a sub is the substrate AAE and σ a loads is the total AACS of the loads. Note that we have made the assumption that the two absorption mechanisms are independent, which is an approximation to reality.
We first consider the selection of the substrate material regarding its own losses. Fig. 6 shows the AAE of an infinite single side of a bare substrate (with metal backing) predicted by the PWB model in Section II-C. For FR4, which is not an electrically well-defined material, we have taken the relative permittivity to be ε r = 4.2 and loss tangent as tan δ = 0.01. For the other substrates, we have used the manufacturers' datasheet values for the complex permittivity (RT Duroid: ε r = 1.96, tan δ = 0.002; RO3210: ε r = 10.8, tan δ = 0.0027; RO4003C: ε r = 3.38, Note that the frequency of the substrate thickness resonance, as determined by the relative permittivity, has a significant effect on the ordering of the AAEs at gigahertz frequencies.
These results suggest that the low-loss substrates will give an AACS far below the target AACS and the substrate loss can, therefore, be neglected in the design (at least in so far as the PWB analysis is able to determine). For FR4, the substrate loss will, however, increase to significant levels relative to the target at high frequencies on thicker substrates. Thicker substrates also increase the loss in the TL loads as we will see below. Since there is no strong indication in the measured AACS of real PCBs of a rapidly rising AACS with frequency, this potentially makes the design using FR4 more complicated. Nevertheless, FR4 is more representative of the substrates used in typical ICT equipment PCBs, so here we have chosen to develop TL ReCos using it.
In the PWB model, we assume that microstrip lines absorb independently so that the overall AACS of N t straight tracks on a substrate of height h and complex relative permittivityε r ;sub is
where σ a j (h,ε r ;sub , l j , w j , Z 1;j , Z 1;j ) is the AACS of the jth track, which has length l j , width w j , and load impedances Z 1;j and Z 2;j . The assumption of independent absorption will clearly become more approximate as the tracks are placed closer together.
A parametric analysis of the AACS of a single track on FR4 substrate was carried out from 0.2 to 20 GHz using the numerically integrated Leone and Singer PWB microstrip model from Section II-D. Fig. 7 shows the results for "short" (13 mm) and "long" (60 mm) tracks of width 1 mm on two substrate heights. Shorter tracks (less than a fifth of a wavelength) lead to a decrease in AACS, while tracks longer than a couple of wavelengths do not give any enhancement in AACS. Fig. 8 shows the effect on the AACS of the track termination impedance (the Figs. 7 and 8 show that a single track has a significantly frequency-dependent AACS. In order to achieve the relatively flat response of the target AACS, we, therefore, chose to use a large collection of tracks with different lengths. Furthermore, the "ripple" due to moderate mismatches (Z 1,2 ∼ 2Z c ) is also averaged out by using tracks of different length, yielding a higher AACS than for matched lines while still maintaining a relatively flat frequency spectrum. A simple MCM of (13) was used to estimate the number of 1-mm-wide tracks required to achieve the target AACS on 2.4-mm FR4, taking the track lengths from a uniform distribution over the interval 13 to 60 mm. We found that about 470 tracks are necessary.
The final design used 464 tracks of width 1 mm on 2.4-mm FR4 with 200-Ω terminating surface-mount resistors (twice the characteristic impedance). Rather than use a completely random distribution of tracks, from the perspective of eventual standardization and modularization of the ReCo, it was desirable to partition the tracks into a number of identical square "unit cells." We, therefore, designed the ReCo using 16 unit cells (eight per side). The unit cell, shown in Fig. 9 , consists of 29 tracks with eight different lengths. The arrangement of the unit cells on each side of the ReCo is shown in the photograph of one of the fabricated surrogates in Fig. 10 . Note that the orientation of the cells alternates in order to randomize the absorption of different polarizations of the field.
IV. FULL-WAVE SIMULATIONS
To verify the ReCo designs full-wave simulations of both the RAM and TL, ReCos were undertaken using the finite integration technique (FIT) solver of CST microwave studio [22] . The diffuse environment was modeled by illuminating the ReCos with a number of plane-waves, with arrival angles chosen according to the GLQ approximation in (5) and two orthogonal polarization angles for each set of arrival angles. The estimate for the order of GLQ required to achieve convergence at 20 GHz given by (7) is far too high for practical FIT simulations. We, therefore, tested the convergence of the AACS predicted by the microstrip PWB model of the unit cell with the order of GLQ and found that 32 plane-wave directions (64 plane waves in total) were sufficient to achieve an AACS within ±1 dB of the fully converged result. We, therefore, used 64 plane-waves in the FIT simulations.
For the TL ReCo, only one unit cell was simulated above an effectively infinite substrate and ground plane, as shown in Fig. 11 . The overall AACS of the TL ReCo was then estimated by assuming the AACS of the unit cells is additive. The infinite substrate was modeled by placing perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions along the edges of the unit cell with the ground plane forming the lower boundary of the computational mesh and a further PML placed half a wavelength from upper surface of the substrate at the lowest frequency of the simulation. This effectively reduces the problem to a half space and means that in fact only 32 plane-waves needed to be simulated. Fig. 11 . Full-wave simulation model of the TL ReCo unit cell with the substrate shown as translucent so that the thin wires with lumped loads (blue discs) used to terminate the tracks can be seen.
The ground plane and tracks were modeled as perfect electric conductor (PEC) surfaces and the substrate as either a lossless dielectric with a frequency-independent relative permittivity of 4.2 or as a lossy dielectric with an additional loss tangent of 0.01. The terminations were modeled as thin wires with lumped resistive loads. The edge lengths of the nonuniform computational mesh ranged from 0.12 to 1.48 mm, giving a total of about 5.5 million cells. The lossless substrate simulation required about 4-min per plane-wave to run on 10 cores of a 2.8-GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 CPU.
For the RAM ReCo, the full ReCo was included in the simulation with the ground plane again modeled as a PEC surface and the RAM slabs as lossy dielectrics using the dispersion relationship defined in (11) with the parameters given in Table I . PML boundary conditions were applied in all directions at a separation of half a wavelength from the structure at the lowest frequency of the simulation. This model had a total of about 9 million cells and the simulation took about 12-min per plane-wave to run on a 3.2-GHz Intel Core i7 CPU.
V. VALIDATION MEASUREMENTS
To verify that the designs of the ReCos achieved the specified target, their AACSs were measured in an RC of dimensions 0.6 m × 0.7 m × 0.8 m using exactly the same methodology and parameters as described in [10] . In brief, the mismatch corrected insertion loss between two monopole antennas in the chamber was measured, both with and without the ReCo inside. The additivity of AACS then allows the AACS of the ReCo to be determined from the average PWB of the chamber [11] .
To validate the effectiveness of the ReCos at replicating the environment inside a loaded enclosure, we then measured the SEs of a commercial 4U 19-in rack unit enclosure of internal dimensions 170 mm × 405 mm × 455 mm containing both the real PCBs and ReCos. The enclosure had perforated ventilation apertures on the top and bottom walls and a nominal "SE" of 30 dB at 1 GHz according to the manufacturer's datasheet.
The measurements were made in an RC of dimensions 4.7 m × 3.0 m × 2.37 m according to the IEEE299.1 standard [7] . The measurement configuration is shown in Fig. 12 . Very thin plastic films formed into two cylinders of diameter 20 mm were used to support the PCB/ReCo near the center of the enclosure with no "ground" connection to the enclosure. Since the PCB/ReCo was at least half a wavelength from the enclosure wall over the measurement band and its AACS represented relatively light loading of the enclosure, its exact location does not significantly influence the SE. The enclosure was illuminated using a double-ridged waveguide horn antenna (port-1) and the field in the working volume was monitored using a similar antenna (port-2). A top-loaded monopole probe (port-3) of length 20 mm with a 60-mm-diameter circular ground plane was used to monitor the internal field. The average SE was determined using [7] :
where S ij is the complex scattering parameter from port-j to port-i, as measured using a vector network analyzer. Data were collected for 100 paddle positions at 10 001 frequency points over the 2-20 GHz band and frequency stirring applied over a 100-MHz bandwidth.
VI. RESULTS
A. Representative Content Average Absorption Cross Section
The measured AACS of the RAM ReCo is shown in Fig. 13 , compared to the target, PWB predictions, and FIT simulation result. The measured AACS is within the target range over the whole band and is in good agreement with the FIT simulation and the PWB prediction that uses the total exposed area of the RAM. The PWB model using only the top surface area can be seen to significantly underestimate the AACS. The greatest deviation of the measured AACS from the target is at the lower frequencies, where the skin depth is comparable to the RAM height, causing the AACS to drop. Fig. 14 shows the measured AACS of the TL ReCo compared to the PWB model and FIT simulation results. The AACS is again within the target range with deviations of up to −3/+2 dB. The PWB model prediction is within about 2 dB of the measured result; it overestimates the AACS below 10 GHz, presumably due to the fact it does not account for the screening effect of closely spaced lines. The FIT simulations are in very good agreement with the measurement and demonstrate the increasing absorption in the substrate above 12 GHz. The deviation of the FIT results from the measurements below 4 GHz is caused by the use of an infinite, rather than a finite sized, ground plane in the simulation.
B. Enclosure SE
The measured average SEs of the 4U enclosure when empty and when populated with each of the real PCBs are shown in Fig. 15 . This figure shows that the contents contribute significantly to the SE at all frequencies and are the dominant contributor to lowering the average internal power density at high frequencies. The eight PCBs had similar AACS so the SEs with the PCBs are also quite similar according to (2) . Fig. 16 shows the SE of the enclosure populated with the RAM and TL ReCos compared to the (linear) average SE measured with the real PCBs. The SE with the real contents and ReCos is in very good agreement. The deviation between the SEs with the PCBs and ReCos is almost entirely explained by the deviations between the ReCo AACS and those of the PCBs, where the ReCo ACS is below the target, the SE is underestimated by the same factor and where ReCo ACS is above the target, the SE is similarly overestimated.
Finally, we investigated the validity of (2) for predicting the average SE of the enclosure. In order to estimate the ATCS, a cube of RAM with known AACS σ a i;cube was placed inside the enclosure and the SE measured. Equation (1) was then used to determine σ t under the assumption that σ a i;walls σ a i;cube . The SE of the enclosure populated with the RAM ReCo and TL ReCo was then estimated from (2) using this ATCS and the measured AACS of the ReCos. The results are shown in Fig. 17 , compared to the directly measured SEs. The predicted SEs are in excellent agreement with the directly measured ones across the whole frequency band.
VII. CONCLUSION
The SE of a populated enclosure depends on the losses in the enclosure contents. We have shown that AACS can be used to match the loading effect of real enclosure contents, such as PCBs, to surrogate ReCos at high frequencies. To practically demonstrate this, both RAM-and microstrip TL-based ReCos, matched to PCBs from an ICT enclosure, were successfully designed using PWB models and verified by full-wave simulations over the frequency range 2-20 GHz. The ReCos were fabricated and their designs validated by measuring their AACS and comparing them to the real PCBs. The validity of the ReCos as surrogates in shielding measurements was further validated by comparing the measured SE of an enclosure populated with the real PCBs to that populated with the ReCos. The ReCos were found to perform as expected, giving the same SE as the original PCBs, within the deviations of the ReCo AACS from that of the PCBs. Furthermore, we have shown that the SE of a populated enclosure can be accurately predicted from the AACS of the contents if the ATCS of the enclosure is known, at least in the case of low population density in the enclosure. The ATCS of an enclosure is, therefore, an equally useful metric as the unpopulated SE at high frequencies.
The methodology presented is the foundation of an approach to the high-frequency qualification of enclosures using generic contents that is readily amenable to standardization. Further work is continuing to apply more sophisticated optimizationbased techniques to the design of both RAM and TL ReCos. The effect of shadowing in more densely populated enclosures is also under investigation.
